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Many practices in the implementation of the law by investigators in a way that is not true. Though the typology of violence mentioned that the violence could emerge as such is of convicted, as well as the lack of proper solution could be the cause of repeated violence in the form of the same or different (Asegaf, 2004: 33). This study aims to determine the orientation of the pattern of punishing the child investigating officer and to know the things that cause the orientation of punishing the child investigating officer.

PunishOrientation is the view of punishing, attention and inclination to punish, at the time of the adaptive behaviors that harm (Yulia, 2014: 26) In addition to causing misery, punish orientation with regard to prevention, retribution, rehabilitation and restorative justice (Schinkel, 2014: 579), which has the functionality to change behavior, prevent and even cure behavior violations are considered problematic behavior, damaged, and diseased (Meliala, 2004: 91).

Research subjects were members of the police on duty at the unit for women and children as a child investigating officer of eight people. This type of research is used qualitative research case study. The research instrument is the researcher himself. Research used in-depth interviews, observation and graphical test House Tree Person (HTP) as a means of instrument. The analytical method used begins with interview transcript, make categorization of the results of coding, discover similar facts, and finally conclude by adding and combining with the other instruments. With the validity of the data obtained from in-depth interviews allow anamneses as a member checking.

The results showed that the orientation of the investigating officers to punish children against children is rehabilitation orientation, the shape or pattern did not show any violence or criticism when the interrogation took place. It is the cause of the orientation punished because of the profession, aggression and autotarian. Orientation factors also influenced punish offenses committed by juvenile delinquents. While the factors that make the orientation of the lower punish children are parenting parents against investigators.
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